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Selected Papers of Abdus Salam Springer
This is a selection from over 250 papers published by Abdus
Salam. Professor Salam has been Professor of Theoretical
Physics at Imperial College, London and Director of the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, for which
he was largely responsible for creating. He is one of the most
distinguished theoretical physicists of his generation and won
the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1979 for his work on the
unification of electromagnetic and weak interactions. He is well
known for his deep interest in the development of scientific
research in the third world (to which ICTP is devoted) and has

taken a leading part in setting up the Third World Academy. His
research work has ranged widely over quantum field theory and
all aspects of the theory of elementary particles and more
recently into other fields, including high-temperature
superconductivity and theoretical biology. The papers selected
represent a cross section of his work covering the entire period
of 50 years from his student days to the present.
Quantum Chemistry Courier Corporation
Chemical physics is presently a very active field, where theoretical
computation and accurate experimentation have led to a host of
exciting new results. Among these are the possibility of state-to-
state reactive scattering, the insights in non-adiabatic chemistry,
and, from the computational perspective, the use of explicitly
correlated functions in quantum chemistry. Many of these present-
day developments use ideas, derivations and results that were
obtained in the very early days of quantum theory, in the 1920s
and 1930s. Much of this material is hard to study for readers not
familiar with German. This volume presents English translations
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of some of the most important papers. The choice of material is
made with the relevance to present-day researchers in mind.
Included are seminal papers by M. Born and J.R. Oppenheimer, J.
von Neurmann and E. Wigner, E.A. Hylleraas, F. London, F.
Hund, H.A. Kramers, R. de L. Kronig and F. Huckel, among
others.
A Unified Grand Tour of Theoretical Physics, Third
Edition Springer Nature
This book, Structure of Space and the Submicroscopic
Deterministic Concept of Physics, completely formalizes
fundamental physics by showing that all space, which
consists of objects and distances, arises from the same
origin: manifold of sets. A continuously organized
mathematical lattice of topological balls represents the
primary substrate named the tessellattice. All fundamental
particles arise as local fractal deformations of the
tessellattice. The motion of such particulate balls through
the tessellattice causes it to deform neighboring cells,
which generates a cloud of a new kind of spatial
excitations named ‘inertons’. Thus, so-called "hidden
variables" introduced in the past by de Broglie, Bohm and
Vigier have acquired a sense of real quasiparticles of
space.This theory of space unambiguously answers such
challenging issues as: what is mass, what is charge, what
is a photon, what is the wave psi-function, what is a
neutrino, what are the nuclear forces, and so on. The
submicroscopic concept uncovers new peculiar properties
of quantum systems, especially the dynamics of particles
within a section equal to the particle’s de Broglie
wavelength, which are fundamentally impossible for

quantum mechanics. This concept, thoroughly discussed in
the book, allows one to study complex problems in
quantum optics and quantum electrodynamics in detail, to
disclose an inner world of particle physics by exposing the
structure of quarks and nucleons in real space, and to
derive gravity as the transfer of local deformations of
space by inertons which in turn completely solves the
problems of dark matter and dark energy. Inertons have
revealed themselves in a number of experiments carried
out in condensed media, plasma, nuclear physics and
astrophysics, which are described in this book together
with prospects for future studies in both fundamental and
applied physics.
Matter Particled Springer
Atomic physics has played a central role in the development of modern
physics. Progress was based on newly invented scientific methods and
experimental tools and today these techniques are successfully employed
in a wide variety of highly active areas in modern research, extending from
investigations of most fundamental interactions in physics to experiments
related to topics in applied sciences and technical aspects. With steadily
increasing importance they are found in areas well outside of classical
atomic physics in fields such as nuclear and particle physics, metrology,
physics of condensed matter and surfaces, physical chemistry, chemistry,
medicine and environmental research. This book gives a thorough survey
of the methods and techniques in key experiments of interdisciplinary
research.
Scientific Papers of Ettore Majorana Legare Street
Press
A man and his equation: the anxiety-plagued
nineteenth-century physicist who contributed
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significantly to our understanding of the second law
of thermodynamics. Ludwig Boltzmann's grave in
Vienna's Central Cemetery bears a cryptic epitaph: S
= k log W. This equation was Boltzmann's great
discovery, and it contributed significantly to our
understanding of the second law of thermodynamics.
In Anxiety and the Equation, Eric Johnson tells the
story of a man and his equation: the anxiety-plagued
nineteenth-century physicist who did his most
important work as he struggled with mental illness.
Johnson explains that “S” in Boltzmann's equation
refers to entropy, and that entropy is the central
quantity in the second law of thermodynamics. The
second law is always on, running in the background
of our lives, providing a way to differentiate
between past and future. We know that the future
will be a state of higher entropy than the past, and
we have Boltzmann to thank for discovering the
equation that underlies that fundamental trend.
Johnson, accessibly and engagingly, reassembles
Boltzmann's equation from its various components and
presents episodes from Boltzmann's life—beginning at
the end, with “Boltzmann Kills Himself” and
“Boltzmann Is Buried (Not Once, But Twice).” Johnson
explains the second law in simple terms, introduces
key concepts through thought experiments, and
explores Boltzmann's work. He argues that Boltzmann,
diagnosed by his contemporaries as neurasthenic,
suffered from an anxiety disorder. He was, says
Johnson, a man of reason who suffered from
irrational concerns about his work, worrying
especially about opposition from the scientific
establishment of the day. Johnson's clear and

concise explanations will acquaint the nonspecialist
reader with such seemingly esoteric concepts as
microstates, macrostates, fluctuations, the
distribution of energy, log functions, and
equilibrium. He describes Boltzmann's relationships
with other scientists, including Max Planck and
Henri Poincaré, and, finally, imagines “an
alternative ending,” in which Boltzmann lived on and
died of natural causes.
Reinventing Discovery Princeton University Press
Selected articles on quantum chemistry, classical
and quantum electrodynamics, path integrals and
operator calculus, liquid helium, quantum gravity
and computer theory

Teaching-Learning Contemporary Physics
Princeton University Press
This book consisting of three sections;
Mathematical Sciences, Physical Sciences and
Multidisciplinary Sciences. It contains the
articles contributed by well known
researchers.
Recent Trends in Physics Research (PANE-2022)
Springer Science & Business Media
The objectives of the conference are to develop
greater understanding of physics research and
its applications to promote new industries; to
innovate knowledge about recent breakthroughs
in physics, both the fundamental and
technological aspects; to implement of
international cooperation in new trends in
physics research and to improve the performance
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of the physics research facilities in Egypt.
This proceedings highlights the latest results
in the fields of astrophysics, atomic,
molecular, condensed matter, laser, nuclear and
particle physics. The peer refereed papers
collected in this volume were written by
international experts in these laser fields.
Contents:Atomic, Molecular and Condensed Matter
Physics:Solar Activities and Space Weather
Hazards (Ahmed A Hady)Electron Beam Ion Trap and
Its Applications (Yaming Zou)Fundamental Studies
and Applications of Highly Charged Ions
(Reinhold Schuch)Stark Broadening Calculations
of Several Ti Lines (A I Refaie and H
Sharkawy)Synthesis of Rare Earth Doped and
Undoped GaN Nano-Crystallites (Lotfia El Nadi, S
Ahmed, M Awaad, Magdy Omar and Y
Badr)Conductivity Enhancement of Mn-Zn Ferrite
by Gamma Irradiation (M A Ahmed, A M Diab and S
F Mansour)Giant Enhancement in the Physical
Properties of LaFeO3 by Substitution of Divalent
Ions (M A Ahmed, S I Dek, M M Arman)High Density
Short Pulse Lasers, Lasers and
Applications:Advanced Laboratory for High
Density Physics (Lotfia El Nadi, A Naser A
Fettoh, A Refaie, Galila A Mehena, Hussien A
Moniem, Hisham Imam, Khaled A Elsayed, Magdy
Omar and Salah H Naby)High Energy Density
Physics: The Laser Field of Tomorrow (Richard R
Freeman)The Texas Petawatt Laser and Technology

Development Towards an Exawatt Laser (Todd
Ditmier)XUV and Soft X-ray Laser Radiation from
Ni-like Au (Wessameldin S Abdelaziz and H M
Hamed)Novel Process for Laser Stain Removal from
Archeological Oil Paintings (Lotfia El Nadi,
Osama El-Feky, Galila Abdellatif and Sawsan
Darwish)Application of Laser Induced Plasma
Spectroscopy on Breast Cancer Diagnoses (A Abd-
Alfattah, A A Eldakrouri, H Emam and I M
Azzouz)Ultrafast Process in Condensed Matter
Studied with Ultrashort Laser Pulses (Panagnioti
A Loukakous)Nuclear, Particle Physics and
Astrophysics:Charge Measurements of Fragmented
Nuclei of Si at Different Energies (M S EL-
Nagdy, A Abdelsalam, A Algaood and M
Ahmed)Research Studies Performed Using the Cairo
Fourier Diffractometer Facility (R M A Maayouf)K-
Surfaces in Schwarzschild Geometry (Ayub Faridi,
Fazal-E-Aleem and Haris Rashid)Light-Strange
Mesons Decays in the Quark Model (A M Yasser, E
M Hassan, M A Fawzy and M A Allosh)Surprising
Rapid Collapse of Sirius B from Red Giant to
White Dwarf Through Mass Transfer to Sirius A
(Shahinaz Yousef and Ola Ali)Evaluation of
Radioactivity Concentration in Tilapia Nilotica
and Radiation Dose to Egyptian Population
(Hannan H Amer and Enas H El-Khawas)Solar
Forcings on Nile and Earthquakes (Saad Mohammed
Al-Shehri, Ismail Sabbah, Shahinaz Yousef and
Magdy Y Amin)and other papers
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Keywords:Atomic;Astrophysics;Condensed
Matter;Chemical;Laser;Molecular;Nuclear and
Particle Physics

A Project for the Development of a Reference
Retrieval System for Physicists World
Scientific
This book is the compilation of 53 research
papers presented in the XIIIth Biennial
National Conference of Physics Academy of
North East (PANE–22), 8–10 November 2022,
held at Manipur University. The research
papers comprise various branches of Physics,
such as Condensed Matter Physics and
Material Science, Atomic, Molecular Physics
and Spectroscopy, Astrophysics, Cosmology
and Nuclear Physics, High Energy Physics,
Communication and Instrumentation,
Interdisciplinary Research and Atmospheric
physics.
The Secret Life of Science Springer Science
& Business Media
This text contains selected papers of the
particle theorist, Professor Nambu. It
comprises about 40 papers which made
fundamental contributions to our
understanding of particle physics during the
last few decades. The unpublished lecture
note on string theory (1969) and the first

paper on spontaneous symmetry breaking (1961)
are retyped and included. The book also
contains a memoir of Professor Nambu on his
research career.
Modern Trends in Physics Research Springer Nature
A core principle of physics is knowledge gained
from data. Thus, deep learning has instantly
entered physics and may become a new paradigm in
basic and applied research.This textbook addresses
physics students and physicists who want to
understand what deep learning actually means, and
what is the potential for their own scientific
projects. Being familiar with linear algebra and
parameter optimization is sufficient to jump-start
deep learning. Adopting a pragmatic approach, basic
and advanced applications in physics research are
described. Also offered are simple hands-on
exercises for implementing deep networks for which
python code and training data can be downloaded.

Catalogue of Scientific Papers World Scientific
This book presents in full the work of the
Italian theoretical physicist Ettore Majorana
and explains its impacts, which are still being
felt. It opens with a contribution by A.
Zichichi that considers in depth the scientific
genius of Majorana. This introductory chapter
is followed, in chronological order, by the
eleven scientific papers by this great
scientist, in most cases translated into
English for the first time. Each paper is
accompanied by a comment from an expert in the
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field in question. Although very few in number,
Majorana's papers constitute a heritage of
undeniable value and extraordinary scientific
meaning, since they laid the foundations for
research fields that remain topical today. With
this in mind, two additional contributions on
ongoing developments in these research fields
are included: one on neutrino physics and the
other on Majorana fermions in condensed matter.
The volume closes with a note on Majorana's life
until his ill-fated disappearance.

A Career in Theoretical Physics World
Scientific
Radiating fire and ice, comets as a
phenomenon seem part science, part myth. Two
thousand years ago when a comet shot across
the night sky, it convinced the Romans that
Julius Caesar was a god. In 1066, Halley’s
Comet was interpreted as a foreshadowing of
the death of Harold the Second in the Battle
of Hastings. Even today the arrival of a
comet often feels auspicious, confirming our
hopes, fears, and sense of wonder in the
universe. In Comets, P. Andrew Karam takes
the reader on a far-ranging exploration of
these most beautiful and dramatic objects in
the skies, revealing how comets and humanity
have been interwoven throughout history. He
delves into the science of comets and how it

has changed over time; the way comets have
been depicted in art, religion, literature,
and popular culture; and how comets have
appeared in the heavens through the
centuries. Comprehensive in scope and
beautifully illustrated throughout, the book
will appeal not only to the budding
astronomer, but to anyone with an
appreciation for these compelling and
remarkable celestial bodies.
Comets Courier Corporation
How did life start? Is the evolution of life
describable by any physics-like laws? Stuart
Kauffman's latest book offers an explanation-
beyond what the laws of physics can explain-of
the progression from a complex chemical
environment to molecular reproduction,
metabolism and to early protocells, and further
evolution to what we recognize as life. Among
the estimated one hundred billion solar systems
in the known universe, evolving life is surely
abundant. That evolution is a process of
"becoming" in each case. Since Newton, we have
turned to physics to assess reality. But
physics alone cannot tell us where we came
from, how we arrived, and why our world has
evolved past the point of unicellular organisms
to an extremely complex biosphere. Building on
concepts from his work as a complex systems
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researcher at the Santa Fe Institute, Kauffman
focuses in particular on the idea of cells
constructing themselves and introduces concepts
such as "constraint closure." Living systems are
defined by the concept of "organization" which
has not been focused on in enough in previous
works. Cells are autopoetic systems that build
themselves: they literally construct their own
constraints on the release of energy into a few
degrees of freedom that constitutes the very
thermodynamic work by which they build their own
self creating constraints. Living cells are
"machines" that construct and assemble their own
working parts. The emergence of such systems-the
origin of life problem-was probably a
spontaneous phase transition to self-
reproduction in complex enough prebiotic
systems. The resulting protocells were capable
of Darwin's heritable variation, hence open-
ended evolution by natural selection. Evolution
propagates this burgeoning organization.
Evolving living creatures, by existing, create
new niches into which yet further new creatures
can emerge. If life is abundant in the universe,
this self-constructing, propagating, exploding
diversity takes us beyond physics to biospheres
everywhere.

Advances in Physics Reaktion Books
This volume contains the proceedings of a
workshop held at Drexel University from

September 1 to September 3, 1980, under the
joint auspices of Drexel University, The
University of Tennessee and Vanderbilt
University. The workshop dealt with subjects
of topical importance to the nuclear physics
community: high spin phenomena, heavy ion
reactions, transfer reactions, microscopic
theories of nuclear structure and the
interacting boson model, and miscellaneous
topics. This pro ceedings contains all of
the invited papers plus short manuscripts
expanding on the materials of the invited
papers. A total of about 85 participants
came to the workshop. The format of the
conference was kept informal on purpose, so
as to facilitate the discussions.
Unfortunately, these discussions, at times
intense, could not be included in this
volume due to the lack of secretarial help
during the meeting. A great deal of current
information was exchanged during the
conference. However, the full impact of a
conference can only be realized when the
proceedings have been published and read by
par ticipants as well as other colleagues in
this field of physics who were not in
attendance. We sincerely hope that these
proceedings will be useful in this regard.
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De Magnete Springer Science & Business Media
Reviews purpose, objectives, and requirements
of high energy physics research. Includes
scientific articles and papers, (p. 393-795).
Structure of Space and the Submicroscopic
Deterministic Concept of Physics Springer Science &
Business Media
A Unified Grand Tour of Theoretical Physics invites
its readers to a guided exploration of the
theoretical ideas that shape our contemporary
understanding of the physical world at the
fundamental level. Its central themes, comprising
space-time geometry and the general relativistic
account of gravity, quantum field theory and the
gauge theories of fundamental forces, and
statistical mechanics and the theory of phase
transitions, are developed in explicit mathematical
detail, with an emphasis on conceptual
understanding. Straightforward treatments of the
standard models of particle physics and cosmology
are supplemented with introductory accounts of more
speculative theories, including supersymmetry and
string theory. This third edition of the Tour
includes a new chapter on quantum gravity, focusing
on the approach known as Loop Quantum Gravity,
while new sections provide extended discussions of
topics that have become prominent in recent years,
such as the Higgs boson, massive neutrinos,
cosmological perturbations, dark energy and matter,
and the thermodynamics of black holes. Designed for
those in search of a solid grasp of the inner
workings of these theories, but who prefer to avoid

a full-scale assault on the research literature, the
Tour assumes as its point of departure a familiarity
with basic undergraduate-level physics, and
emphasizes the interconnections between aspects of
physics that are more often treated in isolation.
The companion website at www.unifiedgrandtours.org
provides further resources, including a
comprehensive manual of solutions to the end-of-
chapter exercises.
Collective Electrodynamics World Scientific
In physics research, many activities occur
backstage or to continue the theatrical metaphor,
in the wings of physics. This book focuses on two
such activities: the editing of physics journals
and the operation of physical societies.The author
was editor of Physics Letters B for particle
physics and then of Physics Reports for a total of
18 years, as well as being president of the French
Physical Society and later of the European Physical
Society.This book puts together papers dealing with
such activities which he has written at various
times in his career. It takes the reader into the
inner circles of scientific editing and of physical
societies. Each introduced by a foreword, these
papers can be read separately.
The Van Allen Probes Mission Allied Publishers
NG van Kampen is a well-known theoretical physicist
who has had a long and distinguished career. His
research covers scattering theory, plasma physics,
statistical mechanics, and various mathematical
aspects of physics. In addition to his scientific
work, he has written a number of papers about more
general aspects of science. An indefatigable
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fighter for intellectual honesty and clarity, he has
pointed out repeatedly that the fundamental ideas of
physics have been needlessly obscured. As those
papers appeared in various journals, partly in
Dutch, it was felt that it would be worthwhile to
collect them (translating the Dutch material into
English) and make them available to a larger
audience. This is a book of major importance to
scientists and university teachers.

Selected Scientific Papers of E.U. Condon
World Scientific
This unique volume contains a selection of
more than 80 of Yuval Ne''eman''s papers,
which represent his huge contribution to a
large number of aspects of theoretical
physics. The works span more than four
decades, from unitary symmetry and quarks to
questions of complexity in biological
systems and evolution of scientific
theories. In keeping with the major role
Ne''eman has played in theoretical physics
over the last 40 years, a collaboration of
very distinguished scientists
enthusiastically took part in this volume.
Their commentary supplies a clear framework
and background for appreciating Yuval
Ne''eman''s significant discoveries and
pioneering contributions. Contents: (Authors
of Commentaries in Parentheses): SU(3),

Quarks and Symmetry Breaking (Y Verbin);
Algebraic Theory of Particle Physics and
Spectrum Generating Algebras (N Cabibbo);
Supersymmetry and Supergravity (R Kerner);
Geometrization of Physics (T Regge); SU(2/1)
Super-Unification of the Standard Model and
Non Commutative Geometry (J Thierry-Mieg);
Spinor Representations of GL ( N, P ) and
Chromogravity (I Kirsch); Metric-Affine
Gravity (F W Hehl); Strings, Branes and
Other Extendons (Dj aijaiki); Various Topics
in Astrophysics (J Bahcall); Foundations of
Physics (A Botero); Philosophy and Sociology
of Science: Evolution and History (J Rosen).
Readership: Researchers in physics and
mathematical physics, and scientists
interested in history of physics and
philosophy of science."
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